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Enforce Fundamental Duties

The Hindu

Enforce fundamental duties, says petition in SC.
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  It also took a leaf from the erstwhile Soviet Constitution and pointed to China’s advent as a 

“superpower” while arguing that the “need of the hour” is to remind citizens that fundamental 

duties are as important as fundamental rights under the Constitution.

  Though it agreed that the 11 fundamental duties listed in Article 51A of the Constitution were 

basically “moral obligations” on citizens, the petition used the prefix “sacrosanct” to define 

these obligations.

 “It said the time has come to balance rights, liberties and freedoms and obligations. 

 Fundamental duties instil a “profound sense of social responsibility towards the nation”.

  “In the erstwhile USSR Constitution, 

the rights and duties were placed in the 

same footing. There is a pressing need to 

enforce and implement at least some of the 

fundamental duties.” 

 the petition urged.

  The petition said fundamental duties were 

“brazenly flouted” by people. 

  These duties were an important tool to protect unity and integrity. 

 Every citizen should know how to respect institutions in this country, it argued.

 The court has listed the case for April 4, 2022.
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Expected Question (Prelims Exams)

Expected Question (Mains Exams)

Q.    The fundamental duties in the indian constitution has been borrowed from the constitution 

of which country.

        (a)     South Africa

 (b)     U.S.A.

 (c)    Australia

 (d)   Russia

Q. Discuss the role of fundamental rights in the socio-economic development of a country 
like india.  

   (250 Words)

Note: - The question of the main examination given for practice is designed keeping in 
mind the upcoming UPSC main examination. Therefore, to get an answer to this question, 

you can take the help of this source as well as other sources related to this topic.


